When only the best will do!
FSB Premium is recognized the world over for clean
timeless designs and flawless natural finishes. Our
door furniture complements contemporary design
when no detail can be overlooked.

with the industry's widest selection of lock options,
your doors can be wood, metal, plastic or glass,
swing or slide, and be of virtually any thickness or
width.

Vogue modern minimalism? Warm contemporary
earth tones? Classic traditional? FSB has over
60 different lever and knob designs, 15 standard
natural finishes, and an endless selection of powder
coated colors to meet your design needs. Available

Match design and finish of all your door and window
hardware. We provide a complete family of door
pulls, door stops, hinges, and bathroom accessories.
When you require the best. FSB, Genau!

Premium Finishes Shown

FSB at a budget friendly price!
Taking a page out of the German Car Manufacturers
play book, FSB has introduced a new series of German
manufactured door furniture called Transitions.
Designed with budget in mind, Transitions is forged
solid brass door furniture available in five of the most
popular FSB Premium lever designs (1035, 1058,
1075, 1076, and 1241) and four new transitional
designs (1250, 1251, 1252, and 1253). All designs
come in polished and satin nickel plated, chrome
plated, brass color PVD, natural clear coated polished

Transitions Designs Shown

and satin brass, and natural dark oxidized.
Transitions uses the same standard and narrow style
mortise locks, tubular latches, and sliding door lock
as the Premium Series ensuring the same high level of
security and dependability.
While you can’t drive it down the street, there is no
doubt Transitions will turn heads when company comes
to visit.

Genau!
Absolutely …

Genau (guh-now) is a German word often used
in conversation as a response to a statement or
question. FSB North America has playfully adopted
Genau as our favorite German word which means
exactly, precisely, of course, or absolutely.
Taking a page out of the German automobile
manufacturer's play book, FSB has added a new
series of door furniture. Mercedes has their S and E
class of luxury sedans, BMW the 7 and 5 series, and
FSB now has Premium and Transitions. Each has

their unique position and price point while all enjoy
classic German design underpinned by unmatched
German engineering and manufacturing.
So whether you live in a high rise penthouse condo
or enjoy life in suburban USA, FSB has a solution for
your budget.
FSB? Genau! (“Heck Yeah” our favorite urban
translation)

Dreams within Arm’s Reach

Transitions Finishes Shown

www.fsbna.com

130 Years and still innovating …
Over the last 130 years, FSB has earned the
reputation of manufacturing products with smart
clean lines and impeccable finish that feel good in
your hand. German manufactured and engineered,
we are recognized as the leader in the door furniture
world and as expected, our products are an
investment to achieve a look of class and distinction
when the very best is required.
Transitions is a new series of door furniture designed
to allow more owners the ability to bring FSB into

their work spaces and homes. At a cost of 20% to
30% less than FSB Premium, Transitions is solid
forged brass levers and trim available with our
most popular lock applications in seven plated and
natural finishes.
Transitions delivers new sophisticated designs
with a splash of sass, as well as our most popular
timeless designs.
FSB is no longer just the hardware your dad owns!

Transitions Levers Shown

www.fsbna.com

Designs, Finishes and Prices for Every Ho
Custom Home, Genau!

(German for "Absolutely")

High Rise, Genau!

(German for "Precisely")

ome
Neighborhood, Genau!

(German for "Of Course")

Rural Retreat, Genau!

(German for "Heck Yeah")

Lock Sets
Mortise locks
Tubular latches
Tubular deadbolts
Sliding door locks
Glass door locks

Door and Window
Hardware
Window handles
Swinging door pull handles
Flush sliding door hardware
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Accessories
Hinges
Doorstops
Cabinet pulls
Letter plates and intercoms
METRIC® bathroom accessories

